The Insulin Rollercoaster
8am
The orange line shows the energy and insulin
highs and lows of an “average dieter” through
the day. The green line of the food doctor
illustrates how eating the right foods at the
right times can maintain energy levels and
avoid triggering insulin production.

9am

10am

11am

12pm

The simple carbohydrates,
sugar, and caffeine kickstart your insulin (and
therefore fat) production
for the day

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

As a simple carbohydrate, pasta
sends blood-glucose levels quickly
back over the insulin threshold, and
the lack of protein in your lunch
does nothing to slow the process.

5pm

6pm

7pm

A couple of biscuits and
a dose of caffeine
trigger more insulin
production.

8pm

9pm

The simple carbohydrates kick
in again to send your bloodglucose levels back up into the
inulin producing zone.

INSULIN THRESHOLD
The protein and complex
carbohydrates turn slowly into
energy, avoiding insulin
production.

You eat a typical breakfast,
of muesli, nuts, yoghurt,
gives you a good ration of
protein and complex
carbohydrate.

Energy continues to be released
evenly into the bloodstream,
helping to keep the metabolism
steady.

A mid-morning snack tops up the
intake of protein and complex
carbohydrate.

You eat a typical
breakfast of cereal and
coffee, ie simple
carbohydrates and
caffeine.

8am

A combination of proteins
and simple and complex
carbohydrates for lunch
provides a steady flow of
energy for the afternoon.

You have a “sensible
lunch” perhaps a pasta
salad for energy, or a
green salad if your really
trying to shift some
pounds, but there’s no
protein in your lunch.

9am

10am

11am

KEY

12pm

Insulin production

Any dip in energy levels is
avoided, whale the lack of
hunger helps you maintain your
resolve to make good food
choices.
A mid-afternoon snack of
protein and complex
carbohydrates keeps
energy levels steady until
evening.

Having had a rapid burning
lunch, you’re hungry again
by mid-afternoon, so you
resort to a snack and
possibly a caffeine-loaded
snack.

1pm

2pm

Ideal

3pm

4pm

Average dieter

5pm

The body is set up for a good
night of steady energy and
release a stable metabolic
function.

Protein and complex
carbohydrates supplies
the right amount of
steady energy release to
last you to bedtime.

As your snack was
insubstantial. You’re hungry
again by dinner- time so
you break your diet and eat
a large meal or protein and
simple carbohydrates.

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

